Appendix C

Town Government Staff Interaction

6. Town Government Staff – Please tell us specifically what you recall about this interaction (for responses below 5).

- Flooding issues; Cary blamed it on someone else and kept pushing it away
- I was told the trees would decay eventually from the hurricane in the 90's, but it is still a mess
- Inspectors – had to redo things because of regulations
- Problem with water; no information on what to do except flush hydrants; someone came out and said what the problem was but nothing else was done
- My problem is still not resolved
- There was a code issue while selling a house; kept hearing different things from the staff
- They don’t listen and don’t even care; they are not willing to change anything; they stick with anything they decide without citizen’s input
- No response back from highway department, Mayor, Police department in regards to speeders on my road
- Didn’t add a red light until something happened